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The
champion

Jae Mather from Maidstone Borough Council (MBC) in Kent, in the south east of
England, UK was the champion. His efforts (2004‐2006), driven by a vision and
affirmation of what works, challenged the status quo. It resulted in a radically new,
eco‐friendly cleaning services contract, at no extra cost. He had to negotiate the
‘good, bad and the ugly’ to get all on‐side to dare to commit to do differently, both
inside and then outside the Council. Time, awareness‐raising and due diligence, with
dedicated monitoring to support and guide the successful contractors, was essential.

The
journey

Putting ‘sound’ policy into practice was applied throughout all stages of the
procurement cycle (p. 6, appendix 1) resulting in major improvements. The tangible and
demonstrable changes in the new contract came through Innovation and were
transformative, building new market opportunities, business development based on
‘eco‐innovation’. Significant work, with key learning, was needed to get the market
place to understand the key issues of what was required.
The learning and support for the appointed contractor was an important ingredient for
success. Follow‐through with rigorous monitoring of the contract with support and
incentives to help the new service bed down was fundamental. Confidence building of
the cleaning operational staff, commitment and drive from the contractor’s boss
demonstrating top level support, was essential.

The
evidence
outcomes

Jae Mather as Environmental Service Development Officer at MBC challenged and
supported Ridge Crest Cleaning throughout the process of implementation. Their
success is shown through the Environment Awards for Kent Business; MBC won an
award in 2005 for Environmentally Responsible Purchasing, and then Ridge Crest in
2006 for putting things into practice. The Business Link ‘Case in point’ case study
(below) shows the significant economic outcomes. ICLEI, an international non‐
governmental organisation, has set this work as a new benchmark. The outcomes were
business development, profitably and significantly extended reach for Ridge Crest
Cleaning that began to impact on the cleaning services market. Sustainability outcomes
were achieved with economic, social and environmental benefits that also resulted in
large increases in revenue along with decreases in operational costs. This work marked
a quantum shift , recognised in Europe, cited in the EC Green Public Procurement (GPP)
Toolkit and the National Sustainable Public Procurement Programme, accredited by
Defra, linked to the UN Marrakesh Task Force work on Sustainable Public Procurement.
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How essential change management processes are to help make the shift in the thinking,
outlook, practice and performance of contractors and internal clients. The power of
eco‐innovation to open up new business opportunities and ‘change the market’. How
essential it is to understand the capability of the market place, to help meet
suppliers/contractors where they are, but inspire them in the way forward.
It is vital to challenge the ‘status quo’ but important to reassure your internal client(s)
that doing radically different is an essential part of innovation. You won’t get it right all
of the time or first time. A carefully, but proportionately, applied risk‐based approach
can pay huge dividends, but needs persistence, and boldness to overcome obstacles,
and real or perceived barriers. Getting folk to feel and own it as ‘their idea’ is key!

How we
still need
to try
harder

Take time to make the case and provide sound evidence and knowledge (from
elsewhere) to support potential suppliers on what works (and doesn’t), and what they
might like to try. Specify and clarify the non‐negotiables, and ‘must haves ’clearly in the
contract. Ensure that these count right through from evaluation and award of contract
linked through into active contract monitoring. The implications for non compliance
must be made clear and upheld. A good client contractor hands‐on relationship is built
through time, and talk at all levels in the organisation. Learning together and avoiding
the pitfalls for next time, needs to be nurtured and shared.

Making it
happen ‐
technical
aspects

a. Pre‐tender: doing the background homework







Identify the products currently being used.
Get to grips with the science, the eco‐claims understand and identify what
chemicals should be totally avoided in an cleaning products and what the
genuine markers are for eco‐friendly (what as well as how it is to be used).
Undertake market research on cleaning product costs and also for other eco‐
friendly alternatives to compile a cost comparison.
Unbundle current contract costs to identify the whole cost of service analysis
(products, labour, etc).
Establish options to recommend, if more eco‐friendly options can present a
competitive option on price.

Before the requirements were set out in the revised office cleaning tender, Jae
undertook the following. The previous cleaning contractor was asked to supply a list of
all cleaning materials used on the contract including their costs. From this list, the eco‐
cleaning market in the UK was researched and eco‐alternatives to most of the materials
were identified.
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A cost comparison of the materials was undertaken that revealed that some eco‐
materials were more expensive, and some were less expensive, compared to what was
being used in the MBC contract. Looking at the unbundled costs of the cleaning
contract, when taking the overall costs into account, the costs of using a more eco‐
friendly contract ended up being comparable to non eco‐friendly claiming products.
After doing the maths, Jae found that approximately 10% of the total costs for a
cleaning contract of this size for MBC (around £100,000/year) were for the cleaning
materials, with the rest covering the labour and administration and profits.
The conclusion was that even if the eco‐cleaning products were to have cost 10% more
than the regular ones being used, using the eco‐friendly products would have a minimal
effect on the cost of the whole contract (1%, which is far less than any given annual
contract inflationary increase). The business case was clear.
b. Conducting trials
The previous MBC contractor was then invited to trial the eco‐friendly and bio‐
degradable products and to feed back on the results of a quality comparison with the
normal products. The results were that the eco‐products performed better than the
regular products. Interestingly, and it just goes to show how we’re conditioned, the
cleaners didn’t think that the products left behind a strong enough smell, i.e. unless it
smells clean how can it be clean?
c. Setting specifications for the tender
The tender allocated 15% scoring to environmental components with specific reference
to a minimum compliance to certain criteria. The list of cleaning product ingredient
chemicals that were listed in the tender specified not to be used were: phosphates,
EDTA, enzymes, optical brighteners, chlorine bleaches, petroleum‐based additives,
formaldehyde, titanium dioxide, chemical plasticisers, synthetic perfumes, synthetic
dyes, sodium tallowate, glycerine and lanolin.
Specifications were that: ‘All the raw materials should be free from animal by‐products
and no raw materials or finished products should be tested on animals. And where
possible, all the raw materials should be obtained from renewable sources. All
containers and packaging must contain high levels of re‐cycled material and the
packages themselves must be recycled after use. Every bin liner will be bio degradable
and the council’s paper towels and toilet rolls will be manufactured from 100% post
consumer recycled and chlorine free products.’
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In terms of contract operations:
‘All of the materials must be contained within their original boxes with the labels clearly
visible. Any materials found not adhere to MBC’s requirements will result in a default to
the contractor and a financial fine.’
d. Responses to the tender: what actually happened – learning from the process and
being prepared to try again
Initially the process of convincing the prospective cleaning contractors to supply MBC
with eco‐friendly cleaning products was met with confusion. All of the companies who
submitted tenders agreed that they could meet MBC’s requirements, but in the end
none of them actually managed to achieve this.
MBC then set up meetings with the short‐listed contractors and they were instructed to
supply lists of all of the materials that were to be used for the cleaning contract, as well
as samples of all bio‐degradable bags and recycled toilet rolls and paper towels. Upon
closer investigation MBC determined that almost all of the supplied lists and materials
did not meet the required specifications (as outlined above).
The applicants were informed of this non‐compliance and given another deadline to
resubmit compliant materials. The second submission of tenders proved also to be
unsatisfactory; each supplier only partially met the requirements but none of the
suppliers fully met them.
e. Giving a strong clear lead
MBC ended setting up 3 meetings in total. The last meeting involved Jae supplying all of
the contractors with lists of companies that sold the products and materials that met
MBC’s requirements. In essence the process involved a great deal of hand‐holding and
awareness‐raising of major contractors, so they could clearly understand and be shown
exactly the kind of priorities that MBC wanted.
f. Creating the learning excellence performance relationship incentives
MBC agreed to include the contractor in all press releases regarding the eco‐friendly
contract in an effort to provide a stimulus, incentive for the contractor to continue
expanding the eco‐friendly nature of all of their other contracts.
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g. Innovation and inspiration
On a positive note, the contractor was tasked with providing an eco‐friendly silver and
brass cleaner which they couldn’t source through their suppliers. Jae supplied them
with a home‐made recipe to copy. The contractor agreed to make the preparation
themselves and they considered offering it as a product for sale.
h. Contract monitoring
MBC set up a scheme whereby the MBC monitoring officer had the keys to all of the
cleaning materials storage sites to perform random checks for compliance. This is so
often where things fall down, because after the contract is let, resources tend not to be
allocated for monitoring. If nobody checks up, how do we know if what is being asked
for is being delivered, to the right kind of quality and standard? It also shows the
contractor that you are serious about the things you’ve asked for; if it matters you
monitor and measure it. Again, through a maturing client‐contractor relationship, a
proportionate, risk based approach ensures that this is done effectively, and efficiently.
As the routines become embedded, less frequent checks become necessary.
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Appendix 1

Stages in the procurement cycle
Source: National Sustainable Public Procurement Programme
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Maidstone Borough Council has won an
Environment Award for Kent Business
2005 for Environmentally Responsible
Purchasing. We are the first council to
ever win an environment award in Kent.
Jae Mather (pictured left with Jenny
Mallion), said:
"The award was based upon the eco‐
friendly cleaning contract that was put
together in 2005 for the new cleaning
tender and it included expansive
provisions for all of the non eco‐friendly
chemicals and materials that were not to
be allowed to be used for the purposes of
cleaning the council’s buildings.
The policy is also now being used by
I.C.L.E.I. Local Governments for
Sustainability, as a benchmark of best
practice across their world‐wide network of
more than 350 councils.
"Kent County Councillor John Davies,
Cabinet Member for Environment and
Transportation, commented: “The
Environment Awards for Kent Business have
established a tradition of attracting entries
of the very highest calibre, making it very
difficult to select a single overall winner.
Each year these Awards prove the
undoubted commitment of Kent businesses
to improving the environment.”

The award is also based around our new
green purchasing policy which is part of
the council’s commitment for sustainable
procurement in the Climate Change
Action Plan.
“These outstanding businesses have
received the accolade ‘Kent Environment
Business of the Year’ in recognition of
their efforts to limit their impact on the
local environment and clearly share a
desire with every short listed organisation
in the awards, to lead by example. I very
much hope that their fellow Kent
businesses will be inspired to follow suit.”
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Green before it was good PR: June 20th 2008
http://www.greencleaningmatters.co.uk/stories/articles/‐
/contractors/green_before_it_was_good_pr/
While many firms now recognise the demand for environmentally‐friendly cleaning is
growing, Kent‐based Ridge Crest Cleaning was one of the first contract cleaners in the
UK to achieve ISO 14001 – and claims to be the first in the country to operate a
completely 'green' cleaning contract, with Maidstone Borough Council.
When Ian Beach set up Ridge Crest Cleaning in 2004, he was clear about his mission.
"I knew there was a market for an environmentally friendly end‐to‐ end service provider
with great commitment to customer service and a focus on quality. I wanted to make
schools, offices and other business premises cleaner and fresher places for people to
work in, with minimal impact on the environment," he says.
With over 20 years’ experience working as a senior manager for some of the UK's
leading business organisations such as the RAC, Ian had a clear notion of what
businesses and other organisations were looking for when they hired a cleaning
contractor. From the provision of hard working and trust worthy members of staff, to
the manufacture, supply and storage of cleaning and toiletry products, he believed in
making contract cleaning environmentally responsible.
With this compelling business philosophy, it's no surprise that just under four years
since its inception, the Kent‐based company is going from strength to strength, securing
major contracts within its key educational, local government and retail sectors. It has
enjoyed 80 per cent growth in turnover year on year and also claims to be the first
company in the UK to operate a completely environmentally friendly cleaning contract,
in partnership with Maidstone Borough Council.
Responding to an open tender for the provision of cleaning services, Ridge Crest
Cleaning was selected from 40 applicants to be the Council's preferred cleaning
contractors. Responsible for cleaning its offices and Council‐run premises, Ridge Crest
undertook a promise to use only environmentally friendly, biodegradable cleaning
products.
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And the attention to detail was unrelenting. Every bin liner had to be bio degradable
and henceforth, the Council's paper towels and toilet rolls were to be manufactured
from 100 per cent post consumer recycled and chlorine free products. Additionally, all
the raw product materials had to be free from animal by‐products and testing and
obtained from renewable sources. What's more, all storage containers and packaging
had to contain high levels of recycled material with the packaging being recycled after
use.
Three years on and Maidstone Borough Council's offices are now some of the cleanest
and greenest in local government. What's more, Ridge Crest's services have helped the
Council to win a major Environmental Award. "Although the exact benefits are hard to
quantify, we're undoubtedly playing a substantial role in reducing deforestation and
pollution," says Waste Collection Officer, David Campbell Lenaghan.
"We're extremely proud to be leading the way in the provision of eco‐friendly public
services." Following the successful implementation of this seven‐year contract, Ridge
Crest has adopted a similar approach for all of its subsequent cleaning contracts.
In line with Beach's original intentions, commitment to the environment is now an
integral part of the company's mission statement with recycling, saving paper and using
LPG vehicles forming an established day‐to‐day means of conducting business for the
company's 360 employees. Ridge Crest is also working towards becoming carbon neutral
by 2010. When it comes to recognising its responsibilities to safeguard the environment,
Ridge Crest is entirely up front about its commitments. "The 'front line' in provision of
green cleaning services at Ridge Crest comes in the close liaison between client, supplier
and local site management," says Beach.
"It is these three combined that develop the solutions required for compliance with
strict – and expanding – environmental legislation." With other contractors now
beginning to think about providing 'green' contracts, Ridge Crest's approach provides a
clear benchmark, demonstrating that it is possible to service large cleaning contracts,
while operating in an environmentally friendly manner. "We are committed to reducing
our impact on the environment, while maintaining our rigorous quality standards,"
concludes Beach. "We have worked hard to come up with an environmentally
responsible solution – without passing on the cost to the client. And it has definitely
been worth the effort."
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‘Welcome to the fourth edition of Green Cleaning, Cleaning Matters’
annual guide to sustainable cleaning solutions. June 17th 2011’
Source:
http://www.greencleaningmatters.co.uk/stories/articles/‐
/news/foreword/welcome_to_the_fourth_edition_of_green_cleaning_cleaning_matt
ers_annual_guide_to_sustainable_cleaning_solutions_/
‘In the build up to the publication of this guide we invited Cleaning Matters’ readers to
take part in a series of polls on sustainable cleaning.
One of the most telling findings was that when asked whether they perceived green
cleaning products to be as effective as more traditional products, less than half of
readers (48%) said yes. One of the reasons for this may well be that while green cleaning
technology has come a long way, education in terms of its implementation is still
lagging. Readers were almost equally divided on whether or not it is a priority for a
company to have achieved an environmental accreditation, such as ISO 14001
certification when sourcing cleaning solutions; 48% answered yes, and 52% said no.
On the subject of water efficiency, 26% of readers said it was definitely a priority when
sourcing a product or service, 51% said it wasn’t and 23% said it was sometimes a
consideration. The articles in this guide explore all of these issues in more detail, as well
as providing perspectives on the market for green cleaning products and services in
general. There is also essential advice on how to implement green cleaning technologies
and practices effectively so that their full potential can be realised. We hope that you
find the guide useful’

For information about this and other forthcoming case studies contact:
Fay Blair, Leadership & Empowerment fayblair@hotmail.com +44 (0) 7786 307664
Jae Mather, Director of Sustainability jae@carbonfreegroup.com +44 (0) 7974 224553
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